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Obviously I'm holding his arm now so I've actually got his arm now, that's where I 
put my knee. His arm aint [sic] going nowhere, but he's got my keys. So I was just 
using my other fucking hand on his thumb. 
Ed Fiddy: How 'd you do that? 
Joe Marshall: No so, I done that and nothing so Fin thinking what the fuck. So I 
really done it [Joe Marshall mimes applying pressure to the thumb joint to push the 
digit into the palm, then opens his hand to indicate the detainee releasing the keys 
once the pain was too much] , then he went — go on you cunt. 
Ed Fiddy: I — I would just yank it mate [Ed Fiddy mimes applying pressure in the 
opposite direction; pulling the thumb away from the, fingers]. I don't fucking do this 
shit." (KENCOV1023, V2017052400004 Clip 1) 

(iii) In the G4S draft report following an investigation into Nathan Ward's allegations, 

it notes that a member of staff, Michelle Brown had raised "concerns" about Luke 

Instone-Brewer. Another member of staff, Stacie Dean also raised concerns about him 
for "antagonising and goading detainees", and also in relation to "his C&R" . The same 

document notes a detainee made a complaint against him for "poor behaviour" and this 

was substantiated. The report further records that he was "looked at from a Corruption 

Prevention point of view", and that Stacie Dean alleged he was "supplying spice to 

detainees" (CJS0073663). 

(iv) "Gin g e: no one likes a snitch. 
Joe Marshall: You're flicking right there no one likes a snitch. You're fucking right 
Ginge. 
Ginge: We get it from upstairs, we get it from them. We don't need to get it from each 
other. 
Callum Tinley: Yeah" (KENCOV1012, V201705040003 Clip 1) 

101. I understand that "Ginge" has been identified by the Inquiry as DCO Instone-

Brewer. I understand that DCO Instone Brewer left Brook House on 28 July 2017, and 

DCO Ed Fiddy left on 12 October 2017.75

Incident on 28 June 2017 

102. As referred to above, on 28 June 2017, I was walking over to C-Wing to borrow 

some clothes from another detainee, as I only had a t-shirt and shorts. A detention 

officer told me that I was not allowed to go to C-Wing and that I should change my 

clothes because I 'looked gay'. This was in front of other detainees including 

Moroccans and other Arabic people and I was terrified about what they would think 

and how they would react to me. I reacted angrily to what he said because I could not 

believe that a detention officer would speak to me like that.76

75 See CiS000599. 
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103. I do not remember the man's name but my legal representatives inform me that 
the PSU report confirms the man was called Darren Tomsett. According to the PSU 
report about my complaint, Mr. Tomsett was a DCO at the time of the incident but was 
subsequently promoted to DCM. Document HOM002190, a G4S complaints log, 
identifies him — "he says an officer denied him access onto the wing & said he should 
change his clothes because he "Looked gay" _28/06 — Darren Tomsett [ski" .77

104. Mr. Tomsett made this comment in front of lots of other detainees, and they 

heard it. A lot of the detainees who heard Mr. Tomsett say this were Arabic-speaking, 
and they laughed at me. They teased me about this. They mocked me for days after the 
comment. 

105 

Sensitive/Irrelevant 

106 

Sensitive/Irrelevant 

107. The PSU found that my complaint was, on the balance of probabilities, 
unsubstantiated: 

"Consideration of the second allegation focused the investigation on whether a DCO 
made homophobic comments to Mr D1538. 

7.3.9 No definitive evidence was found to support homophobic comments were or were 
not made to Mr D1538. Consideration was therefore given, on the balance of 
probability, to the likelihood of such comments being made by a DCO to a 

detainee and to the circumstances under which they are alleged to have been made. 
7.3.10 It is accepted that Mr D1538 was attempting to enter onto C wing, it is further 

77 Row 12, column E. 
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